Alexander, William. *The $64 Tomato*
Local author Alexander had no idea that his simple dream of having a vegetable garden and small orchard in his backyard would lead him into life-and-death battles with groundhogs, webworms, weeds, and weather.

The Backyard Homestead: Produce All the Food You Need on Just a Quarter Acre!
Put your backyard to work! Enjoy fresher, organic, better-tasting food all the time. The solution is as close as your own backyard.

Chesman, Andrea. *Recipes From the Root Cellar*
There’s nothing that tastes better than the seasonal bounty of local farms. Whether these vegetables are eaten straight from the garden, out of a well-tended root cellar, or straight from the market, their flavors reward the home cook, and their nutritional benefits pack a powerful punch.

Deardorff, David and Wadsworth, Kathryn. *What's Wrong With My Vegetable Garden?*
Deardorff teaches you how to keep your vegetables healthy so they’re less susceptible to attack, and when problems do occur, he shows you how to recognize and find the right organic solution.
Kingsolver, Barbara; Kingsolver, Camille & Hopp, Steven L. *Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food Life.* Part memoir, part journalistic investigation, *Animal, Vegetable, Miracle* is an enthralling narrative that will open your eyes in a hundred new ways to an old truth: You are what you eat.

Obama, Michelle. *American Grown: The Story of the White House Kitchen Garden and Gardens Across America.* As fresh vegetables, fruit and herbs sprouted from the ground, this White House Kitchen Garden inspired a new conversation all across the country about the food we feed our families and the impact it has on the health and well-being of our children.

Pleasant, Barbara and Martin, Deborah L. *The Complete Compost Gardening Guide* The authors turn the compost bin upside down with their liberating system of keeping compost heaps right in the garden, rather than in some dark corner behind the garage.

Souder, William. *On a Farther Shore: The Life and Legacy of Rachel Carson, Author of Silent Spring.* By drawing frightening parallels between dangerous chemicals and the then-pervasive fallout from nuclear testing, Carson opened a fault line between the gentle ideal of conservation and the more urgent new concept of environmentalism.

Sterba, Jim. *Nature Wars* This may be hard to believe, but it’s very likely more people live in closer proximity to more wild animals, birds and trees in the eastern United States today than anywhere on the planet at any time in history. For nature lovers, this should be wonderful news – unless, perhaps, if you are one of more than 4,000 drivers who will hit a deer today.
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